
 
Wire Sculpture 
Materials needed


. Wire


. Paper


. Pencil


. Wire cutter


. Long nose pliers


Step 1

Produce a line drawing using a continuous line of your design.


Step 2

Using wire cut to a sensible length and start to trace over your line 
drawing to get the outline shape.


Step 3

In order to extend the length connect the wire together and twist 
around each piece with enough length each side and using your 
long nose pliers tighten the wire in place.


Step 4

If you were to make a 3d sculpture then attach a piece of wire at 
the centre point on both sides then continue to add wire. You can 
then add buttons and stitch.


Step 5

You can develop this process into a wire mobile, a hanging or 
attach to a canvas so it takes on the form of a wall piece.




Carbon Printing 

Materials needed


. Carbon paper


. Paper


. Collage material


. Paperclips


. Pencil/pen


. Gluesticks


. Images


Step 1

Paper clip the image, paper and carbon paper together. Place your 
paper down first, carbon paper next with ink side down and then 
the image on top. Finally attach with a paperclip.


Step 2

Start to trace over your image pressing on.


Step 3

Begin to add chosen collage using the image you traced over and 
the carbon paper and repeat (step 1) but drawing onto the collage 
paper.


Step 4

Begin to cut out the patterned collage but not on the line. Then 
using the glue stick attach to your carbon print.


Step 5

Continue to add more collage, you can then add stitch to complete 
if you like.


Step 6

You can also collage your paper first and then carbon print the line 
on top.




Polystyrene Printing 
Materials needed


. Safe print (polystyrene)


. Pencil


. Carbon paper


. Ink 


. Roller x2


. Ink tray


. Paper


Step 1

Find an image and take a piece of carbon paper and place the ink 
side down onto the safe print then the image on top. Attach 
together then trace over the line.


Step 2

Take a pencil and go over the printed line with your pencil so you 
can make an indent.


Step 3

Using a roller, ink and an ink tray roll the ink onto your design then 
turn over onto the paper and then using a clean roller apply 
pressure on the back.


Step 4

You can then continue this technique in a few different ways. 


. Repeat print your design.


. Add collage first then print


. Print onto a range of different papers




Papercuts 
Materials needed


. Paper/card


. Scissors


. Gluestick


. Pencil


. Tracing paper


Step 1

Decide on your design and the colour paper you would like to use 
(x2 colours work best)


Step 2

You can use tracing paper to trace over the image and then place 
over the paper and cut out together.


Step 3

For example if it was a house then the first cut would be to cut out 
the shape of the house in black and place onto the white 
background.


Step 4

The second cut would be to add detail in white card.


Step 5

The third cut would be to add more detail in black.




Canvas 
Materials needed


. Canvas


. Carbon paper


. Collage/fabric


. Buttons


. Scissors


. Glue sticks


. Paint


. Tracing paper


Step 1

Always a good idea to paint your canvas first, I tend to use white.


Step 2

Design what you would like on your canvas and if you prefer trace 
over this on using carbon paper. Then you may need to rub off any 
extra marks.


Step 3

Using your tracing paper trace individual sections of your canvas 
you wish to collage then stick in place and stitch to finish.


Step 4

When all collaged you can go over the line with pen or stitch over 
lines.


Step 5

Add buttons if you wish and stitch


Step 6

Alternatively you can print away from your canvas and then create 
a composition and stitch.




Where to buy …. 

Carbon paper

Rymans or Amazon


Wire

wires.co.uk


Wire tools

Wilko


Scissors and glue

Wilko and Hobbycraft


Various papers and collage

Hobbycraft


Safeprint

Major brushes on Amazon


Scola printing ink and rollers

Amazon or Hobbycraft


Canvases

Home Bargain


http://wires.co.uk

